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1 I. INTRODUCTION 
2 
3 Q Pleare sfateyou/* nauze ann'enploy~nenL 
4 
5 A. My name is Michael Makens. I am one of the owners of the Oak Tree Energy, LLC 

6 (Oak Tree) project in Clark, South Dakota. I have been directly and personally 

7 involved in all the major decisions regarding the Oak Tree wind project located in 

8 Clark, South Dakota. 

9 
10 Q iTZathu~ beenyoz/r ilzvoLvement wit/i fhzispqect atandfhzk case? 
11 



As one of the owners of Oak Tree, I have been intimately involved in all aspects of its 

development and I have been extensively involved in attempting to obtain a power 

purchase agreement for Oak Tree from Northwestern Energy (Northwestern), 

I am primarily rebutting the testimony of Northwestern Energy witness Bleau LaFave 

regarding the existence of a Legally Enforceable Obligation (LEO). I believe Mr. 

LaFave significantly misstates the state of the Oak Tree project, our willingness to 

negotiate, and the actual history of negotiations between the parties. In summary, I 

believe Mr. LaFave is attempting to conceal Northwestern's lack of willingness to 

actually discuss a potential power purchase agreement (PPA) with Oak Tree, and the 

fact that Northwestern simply refused to negotiate. Northwestern's position on the 

negotiations of the parties is a misrepresentation of what transpired between Oak Tree 

and Northwestern, 

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 

First, I will walk through all the efforts that Oak Tree made to negotiate with 

Northwestern, The South Dakota Public Utilities Commission (PUC) should 

understand that Oak Tree has every reason to negotiate fully and fairly with 

Northwestern, 

My testimony will illustrate that Oak Tree repeatedly asked 

Northwestern whether it was willing to negotiate, both in writing and via 

telecommunications. We only brought this complaint as a last resort. It was not 

anything we wanted to do. 

Second, I will discuss some basic facts about the Oak Tree project, including the need 

for a PPA in order to sell its output. These facts include the project's location, the 

work already completed, and the status of the Interconnection Agreement. 
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Are you ofering testimony on the requirements for the existence of an LEO for Oak 
27ee.7 

No. That will he offered by Thomas K. Anson, who is our rebuttal expert on that 

issue in this case. 

HISTORY OF NEGOTIATIONS 

O~zpages 78ofhzkp1,e/f/edfestzi/zon~ MK LaFavesz~nzmarzies hzk view o f t e  
cm~~zications behveeiz Oak Dee andNo~%hWester~z. 15 hzj. /ist acc111tzfe.7 

No. There are a number of different communications that Mr. LaFave has failed to 

mention. The first missing item is an inquiry written by Cland Matney, an 

engineering consultant retained by Oak Tree to assist with developing the project. 

There is a letter dated May 21,2010, written by Ms. Sarah Dannen of NorthWestem 

that indicates that contact took place (attached hereto as "Exhibit 1"). I will detail all 

the other efforts we made below. 

Were @//the conznzundcatio~~s between Oak Pee andno/%hWeste/-n in l'ette~ f0i7Z17 

No. Oak Tree's representatives attempted to discuss the need for a PPA with 

Northwestern numerous times informally via telephone. Those efforts were no more 

successful than the written attempts. These telephonic efforts were canied out in the 

period between June of 2010 and February 201 1, when Oak Tree unsuccessfully 

sought to engage Northwestern in negotiations. 

ME LaFuvestatees o~zp d: khes 14-21 ofhzj. ctestzino~ that " ... requests for additional 
zifo~~natioiz a~zdpossibI'e infe~zt were conz/nu~zicatedh the letters, but there wei-e izo 
dkcussions to he& eachpa/-p to t~~zde~sta~zdpositioizs, coizbacct cter/m, feasibika 
energy andcapacip /zeedp/.o/Bct vzubik& eizvzkon~~zentaf aizd wildhjce stt~des, 
compa~ly vzubiL& M~Ywest Rekabikp Oi~anzdtion fMRa/pf,ocess certgcations, 
windfech/zo/o,gy verzjfcadio~zs, hzj.toricu/ wilzddata, or WAPA conizectiu~~ 
/-egu~kenze~zts. Zn 2011: Oak Tree ofereda one-sidedug/-eenze~zt fo No/hWeste/~ 
wilhout any discussions and at aprice significantly above Norlh Western's calculated 
increnzental costs. " Is Mr. LaFave accurately describing Oak Tree's willingness to 

36 com11zuizicate.7 
37 
38 A. No. In fact, the first letter sent by our counsel to Northwestern on July 2,2010 

39 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 2") specifically stated: 
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If there are assumptions or errors in the attached spreadsheet that you 
can correct, or additional information that would correct Oak Tree's 
impression that NWE has significant needs for energy and capacity in 
South Dakota over the next 10 years, please let us know, For example, 
if the information that is required to be made public by 18 C.F.R, $ 
292.302 would answer those questions, we respectfdly request that it, 
or any other relevant information that would further inform Oak Tree's 
decision, be provided. Please let me know no later than Thursday, July 
8 2016 fX@%is iizferestedinfirther drj.cussi~~g Oak Deekp~~oposu/ 
or has ad~tio11u/zifo~17zation thut wou/dbea~- om Oak Peek deczj.iofz. 
(E~~phasrj. udden/. 

Did'NrthPEstern respoizdthuf it was inteestediz dr>cz~sszsing /he Oak Treep~qect 
fuf-the~ or ~~questsd~tio~zaIifo~matio~~ sz~ch ns those itenzs nzefztiooedbyM'4: 
LaFave i f z  hrj. tesstiony O I I ~  8 hzes 14-21.? 

No. Northwestern responded to our letter on July 6,2010 in a letter by Pamela 

Bonmd of Northwestern (attached hereto as "Exhibit 3") as follows: 

As we previously discussed, Northwestern's South Dakota electric 
system is different than our electric system in Montana in that 
Northwestern is a vertically integrated electric utility with its own 
electric generation in South Dakota. Northwestern does not have the 
need for additional base load generation at this time. We have enough 
baseload generation to meet current demand and are currently selling 
any excess generation into the open market. This results in a significant 
impact on South Dakota electric rates and our avoided cost rate 
structure. Specifically, as allowed under CFR 292.304, a utility is 
allowed to reflect impacts to the utility if it must sell power fiom a QF 
to the wholesale market at a loss in its avoided cost rates. 

DidNo/-thWestei71 send Oak nee the rifo177zation reqzrestedpzrrszra~~t to 18 CFR. J 
292.302 as requested in Oak Tree's letter ofJuly 2, 2010? 

No. Northwestern never sent that information at that time or at any other time prior to 

this proceeding. In fact, our counsel had to file a motion to compel so that our expert 

could have access to that information. 

How didyou view Northwestern's response in its July 6, 2010 letter? 
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We were still hoping to negotiate, but Northwestern said they didn't have any need 

for capacity and that it was selling its excess generation into the open market. 

Moreover, Oak Tree understood that the avoided cost rate stated by Northwestern for 

QF projects was a short term rate for $20/MWH, and we believed Oak Tree was 

entitled to a long-term rate for its project. 

No. We did have a teleconference with Northwestern on or about June 10,2010, but 

during that telephonic meeting Northwestern in essence simply repeated that it had no 

need for capacity and that our project was well above avoided cost. 

Dz/rzhg that meeting didNorth Westem zhdicate a ai//ingness to negofiate apouw 
purchase ogreenrent wzih Oak Tree.? 

No, not at that time or any other time 

Dc~~zizg that lrzeetzhg didNorthWeste17z regz~est irfor171afi011 regardjzg the itenzs that 
Mr: LaFuve ide~ztfles on /ills 14-21 or request ~ifloy/~zatio~z regard~zg those ibens.7 

No. Not at that time or any other time. If Northwestern had asked, we would have 

been happy to provide that infomation since we always wanted to negotiate an 

agreement. Litigation was always viewed as a last resort. If Northwestern needed 

additional information all it had to do was ask. 

We directed our counsel to follow up and indicate a willingness to continue 

discussions. 

Yes. Our counsel sent another letter on July 13,2010 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 4") 

in response to a communication by Mr. LaFave that Northwestern needed three weeks 

from July 2,2010 to respond to our counsel's prior letter. That letter states: 



Although three weeks seems like a substantial amount of time to 
respond to the question of whether Northwestern is willing to negotiate 
a power purchase agreement with Oak Tree Energy, in the interest of 
cooperation Oak Tree Energy is willing to wait until July 23,2010 to 
get Northwestern's definitive answer to that question. 

That said, as Northwestern is aware timing is important to the success 
of any generation venture. In this case, Oak Tree Energy is attempting 
to secure federal benefits that may not be available if discussions 
cannot be commenced within a reasonable time kame. Thus, time is of 
the essence. 

What was Mr. LaFave 's response? 

Nothing new. His July 15,2010 letter (attached hereto as "Exhibit 5") said that 

Northwestern had no need for additional capacity and that our project was above 

avoided costs. Mr. LaFave reiterated that Northwestern had a short-term rate of 

$20IMWH and we felt we had a right and a need for a long-term avoided cost rate in 

order to fmance our project. In fact, much of Mr. LaFave's letter simply duplicated 

the language of Ms. Bonrud's communication of July 6: 

Northwestern has enough baseload generation to meet current energy 
needs and is currently selling excess generation into the wholesale open 
market. To purchase power at costs above our avoided cost and at 
times when not needed or when less expensive resources are available 
would have a significant impact on South Dakota utility rates and our 
avoided cost rate structure. Specifically, as allowed under CFR 
292.304, a utility is allowed to reflect impacts to the utility if it must 
sell power kom a QF to the wholesale market at a loss in its avoided 
cost rates. 

No. Not then and not ever. The letter did state "[tlhe filed avoided cost rate 

mentioned above is the allowable rate for Qualifying Facilities. Northwestern 

would be interested in any discussions that would add cost effective renewable 

resources to our portfolio that would maintain or reduce the costs to our 

customers." Again, Northwestern's filed avoided cost rate referred to by Mr. 

LaFave was a short-term rate of $20/MWH. We believe that Oak Tree has a 



right to a long-term rate. We obviously could not obtain financing with a 

short-term rate. 

Q Why wasn't North Western's statenlent an offer to negotiate? 

A. Because all Northwestern said is that Oak Tree can only have this short-term 

rate (approximately $20 dollars per MWH) and that's what you can get. 

That's not a negotiation, that's a proclamation. 

Q /fNthWeste~z hadsaid we are wi/hizg to negotiate above the $ZD/MWE' 
avoiddcost p/-oc/az>zedbyMf: LaEbve wou/dyoz~ have~fzet with them to 
dz>cz/ss tha/possibilZ'p.7 

A. Of course. We have no interest in litigation with Northwestern. We were 

always willing and ready to meet with Northwestern. We just want to be able 

to fmish our project and sell its wind power at a fair market rate that makes the 

project financially "iable. 

Q h%utsteps ddOak Tree take next to attenpt to obfai~z a PPAjonf 
No1-thWeste17z.7 

A. After reviewing Northwestern's letter of July 15 (received by us on July 22, 

2010), and after our expert and attorney had the opportunity to review the 

letter and the links provided by Northwestern, we directed our attorney to ask 

further questions of Northwestern, We were not attempting to cause any 

problems for Northwestern, we just needed answers to our questions regarding 

Northwestern's resource acquisition plans, its longer run avoided cost, and its 

intent to comply with South Dakota's renewable resource objective. 

However, we continued to be willing to discuss these matters further with 

Northwestern and had no intent to commence any litigation. To that end, our 

counsel wrote on July 22,2010 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 6"): 

Oak Tree finds itself under something of a time constraint in resolving 
the issue of potential markets for generation. Please respond to these 
questions by Friday, July 30,2010, so Oak Tree can reach resolution 
regarding where to sell its output. We apologize for the short time 
frame and do not wish to visit any hardship on NWE. However, Oak 
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Tree needs answers as soon as possible. Oak Tree again wishes to 
thank W E  for its cooperation in assisting Oak Tree to better 
understand the potential market for Oak Tree's planned generation. If 
you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. I would be happy to speak with you. 

What was Northwestern's response? Did it contact Oak Tree or its counsel 
adattempt to set zp a nzeeting to izegottiat.7 

Mr. LaFave responded in a July 30,2010 letter (attached hereto as "Exhibit 

7"), which essentially reiterated its prior position that Northwestern had a 

$20/MWH short-term avoided cost and did not provide any long term avoided 

cost information. In particular, Northwestern did not fully answer the 

questions posed by Oak Tree in this letter. Again, Northwestern did not 

respond to our offer to talk further so that Oak Tree might respond to any 

questions Northwestern might have regarding our project. 

We attempted to evaluate whether it made sense to continue to try and get 

information from Northwestern or sell our power elsewhere for several 

months. In the meantime, we attempted to shore up our interconnection with 

Northwestern and were waiting for that process to get sorted out. The last 

thing we wanted was to litigate against Northwestern, and so we wanted to 

make sure we explored all available options. Ultimately, we found there was 

no viable alternative. 

After the 2010 holiday season and after we had secured our interconnection 

process with NorthWestern, we attempted to informally contact Northwestern 

about negotiating a power purchase agreement. We also authorized our 

expert to prepare an avoided cost forecast for a 20-year PPA commencing by 

the end of 201 1. We, thereafter, authorized our counsel to send another letter 



to Northwestern on January 25,201 1 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 8"), which 

stated in full: 

Dear Mr. LaFave: 

Oak Tree Energy, LLC hereby offers to sell 19.5 MW of energy and 
capacity to Northwestern Energy's existing 69 kV substation at Clark 
Junction, South Dakota. Oak Tree is offering to sell power to NWE at 
$0.5440 per KWH (or $54.40 per MWH) for 20 years with an annual 
escalator of 2.5 percent. All renewable energy credits or other 
environmental attributes will be transferred to NWE as part of this 
transaction. Enclosed is a proposed power purchase agreement to 
effectuate the transaction if NWE deems this offer acceptable. 

Let us know if this offer is acceptable to NWE. Oak Tree believes it is 
a fair offer that will allow the Oak Tree project to succeed financially 
while being at NWE's avoided cost. We believe NWE and its 
ratepayers would benefit as well. We respectfully request a response 
no later than Wednesday, February 2,201 1. Thank you for your 
attention to this matter. 

Mr. LaFave responded by letter on February 2,201 1 (attached hereto as 

"Exhibit 9"). NorthWestem essentially repeated what it had told us earlier 

with no new information. Northwestern reiterated its position that it had a 

$20NWH short-term avoided cost and made no attempt to provide 

information regarding Northwestern's long-term avoided cost. Specifically, 

Mr. LaFave said: 

Northwestern has enough baseload generation to meet current annual 
energy needs and is currently selling any excess generation into the 
wholesale open market. To purchase power at costs greater than our 
avoided cost and at times when not needed or when less expensive 
resources are available would have a significant impact on South 
Dakota electric rates and our avoided cost structure. Specifically, as 
allowed under CFR 292.304, a utility is allowed to reflect impacts to 
the utility if it must sell power from a QF to the wholesale market at a 
loss in its avoided cost rates. 

In Oak Tree's view, how hadNWE'sposition evolved since its initial responses seven 
~mth 6efore.7 
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There was no change. As you can see, this is almost the identical, what I 

would consider, boilerplate language from Northwestern's letters of July 2, 

2010 and July 15,2010. Again, mostly an assertion without any evidence that 

Oak Tree's proposal was significantly above Northwestern's avoided costs. 

No. NorthWestern said in response: 

Northwestern appreciates your interest in developing renewable energy 
in South Dakota. The filed avoided cost rate mentioned above is the 
allowable rate for Qualifying Facilities. Northwestern would be 
interested in any discussions that would add renewable resources to our 
portfolio that are priced at or below the established avoided cost but 
also monetarily recognizing current status of the energy and capacity 
requirements of the portfolio. Your offer does not meet these criteria, 
and NWE, via this response, rejects your offer. 

What didyou take Northwestern's response to nzean? 

Northwestern had consistently taken the position that it did not agree with our 

position on its avoided costs and that it was not interested in negotiating hrther. 

Northwestern reiterated that it had no interest in our project and would not cooperate 

with negotiations or engaging in a frank exchange of ideas. However, we could not 

accept Northwestern's short-term rate and believed we were entitled to a long-term 

avoided cost rate. 

No. 

/fNo/,th Westem hadofe~edto meet or askedqz~esdiozs o/-se~zt an ake17zative 
p~~oposedpowerpt~~cLase agreemen4 what wow/dyz~ Lave done7 

We would have immediately responded with whatever information Northwestern 

wanted. If Northwestern had commented or sent a different proposed PPA, we would 

have evaluated that and marked it up and sent it back to Northwestern, More 

importantly, we would have taken it as a sign that Northwestern was willing to 
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negotiate in good faith. This is something we feel never happened throughout this 

process. Had Northwestern ever indicated a willingness to talk further, we would 

have done everything we could to reach a negotiated agreement, but it was obvious to 

us that Northwestern had no interest in good faith discussions regarding the Oak Tree 

project. 

So how did Oak Tree view Northwestern's Februaiy 2, 201 1 letter? 

Oak Tree viewed this as Northwestern intransigently saying "no" to our offer without 

any real attempt to discuss or negotiate. In point of fact, we felt that NorthWestem 

was telling us to go away. 

W71atsteps ddyou take flert to secz~f,e rapowe/;aurhu~e ragreefnent fro111 
North Westerz? 

We took further steps to confirm that NorthWestem was the only viable 

market for the output from Oak Tree. Our expert confmed that it was. Then 

we authorized our attorney to send a letter informing Northwestern that due to 

Northwestern's refusal to negotiate or exchange information about the Oak 

Tree project, that we were binding ourselves to sell our output to 

Northwestern and, thus, creating a Legally Enforceable Obligation (LEO). 

That letter was sent on February 25,201 1 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 10"). 

The letter stated: 

Accordingly, this letter serves as notice to NWE of the establishment of 
a legally enforceable obligation (the "LEO") for the delivery of energy 
and capacity by Oak Tree to NWE, pursuant to which Oak Tree will 
deliver all of its electric energy (other than station service) and capacity 
for sale to and purchase by NWE in accordance with the terms of the 
attached PPA signed by Leonard "Bill" Makens, Oak Tree's President 
and Chief Executive Officer. 

Pursuant to 18 C.F.R. 5 292.304(d), Oak Tree hereby exercises its 
option to provide energy and capacity pursuant to an LEO over a 
specified term commencing with the initial delivery of energy 
(including test energy) to NWE from the Project, with an expected 
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commercial operation date of May 15, 2012 and ending 20 years later 
(the "specified tern.") 

A. Yes, it attached an analysis of both spot market prices for a 20-year term in 

order to calculate an avoided cost for Northwestern, and another based on 

Northwestern building, owning and operating its own wind project over a 20- 

year tern. The first option was a "brown power" option as it did not assume 

the acquisition of renewable resources, and the second was a "green power" 

calculation that assumed Northwestern would build, own and operate a 

renewable resource. Black and Veatch's forecast for "brown power" over a 

20-year term was $78.92/MWH and $70.81/MWH for green power over the 

same term (assuming a 44.8 % net capacity factor). However, Oak Tree's 

proposed sale price to Northwestern was far below Black and Veatch's 

forecast for both "brown power" and "green power" at a levelized cost of 

$65.12/MWH. 

Q Was this a "take it or leave it" offer by Oak n e e  to Northwestern:? 

A. No. As I have said, we had no interest in having to litigate these issues with 

Northwestern, We have always been willing to negotiate in good faith. The 

letter concluded: 

Oak Tree formally requests a response to this letter by March 1, 201 1 
on whether NWE intends to accept Oak Tree's offer or whether NWE 
intends to negotiate with Oak Tree to produce a mutually satisfactory 
arrangement for both parties. If NWE does not wish to either accept 
the offer or negotiate further, please so indicate. If this is the case, 
please be advised that, regrettably, Oak Tree will have no choice but to 
submit this dispute to the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Q How ddNo~-thWestern respo~zdto thzkLE0 letter ofFe6run/y 2Ji; ZO//? 

A .  With a letter of March 10,201 1 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 11") that simply 

repeated the same responses that Northwestern had previously offered. This 
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1 letter included essentially the same boilerplate type language as in all other 

Northwestern prior communications, for example: 

Northwestern has enough baseload generation to meet current annual 
energy needs and is currently selling excess generation into the 
wholesale open market. To purchase power at costs above our avoided 
cost, particularly at times when not needed or when less expensive 
resources are available, would have a significant adverse impact on 
South Dakota electric rates and ultimately Northwestern's South 
Dakota ratepayers. In addition, as allowed under CFR 292.304, a 
utility is allowed to reflect impacts to the utility if it must sell power 
from a QF to the wholesale market at a loss in its avoided cost rates. 

And the following reiteration of earlier language: 

Northwestern appreciates your interest in renewable energy in South 
Dakota. The filed avoided cost rate mentioned above is the allowable 
rate for Qualifying Facilities. Northwestern would be interested in any 
discussions that would add cost effective renewable resources to our 
portfolio that would maintain or reduce the costs to our customers. 
Thank you for your inquiry. 

HOW d2&k  fiee view North Western S letter of MCIISC~ 10, 2011? 

Northwestern was repeating it had a short-term avoided cost of %20IMWH and 

26 it was not interested in discussing the Oak Tree project. Northwestern instead 

27 simply repeated its rejection on the grounds our project was above its avoided 

28 costs. Northwestern was telling us nothing other than "go away" given its 

29 constant reiteration of the very same position that never changed no matte] 

30 what we said or did. Also, Northwestern had not responded at all with any 

3 1 requests for further information or even commented on our project, nor had it 

32 offered a different power purchase agreement. We felt Northwestern had left 

33 us no choice but to come to the PUC to litigate our right to a long-term 

34 avoided cost rate for our project instead of the $20/MWH short-term avoided 

35 cost rate provided by Northwestern, Ultimately, to move the Oak Tree 

36 project forward, we felt we had no choice but to file our complaint with the 

37 PUC. 

38 
39 Q Didyodecz2etoflleattA~/tr>ze.7 
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No. In a last gasp effort to prod Northwestern into negotiations, we 

authorized our counsel to send yet another letter to Northwestern telling it that 

if we did not hear from Northwestern that it would either accept Oak Tree's 

offer, or that Northwestern intended to negotiate in good faith, Oak Tree 

would have no choice but to file a complaint with the South Dakota PUC. 

That letter was sent on March 18,2011 (attached hereto as "Exhibit 12"). 

How didNorth Westere respoizd7 

With more boilerplate type language in a letter of March 24,201 1 (attached 

hereto as "Exhibit 13"), including the following phrase it had repeated 

numerous times in prior letters: 

Northwestern appreciates your interest in renewable energy in South 
Dakota and would like to discuss any opportunities that provide 
renewable resources and will not adversely affect South Dakota rate 
payers. The avoided cost rate filed with the South Dakota PUC is the 
allowable rate for Qualifying Facilities for South Dakota operations. 
NorthWestern is interested in any discussions that will add cost 
effective renewable resources to our portfolio and would maintain or 
reduce the costs to our customers. Thank you for your inquiry. 

The avoided cost rate referred to herein by Northwestern was the 

aforementioned $20/MWH short-term avoided cost. No long term avoided 

cost was proposed nor was any information regarding a longer-term rate 

provided to Oak Tree, 

DidNo/fh Western ofei- to meet at thzk tine or any other fine to drkcc~ss its 
avoidedco~tstr~~cture, /-esa~rcepLans, prqectspecfics, powerpt~rchase 
agreenzeizt of. uanyt/4zg ehe abot~t theprqect.7 

No. 

How did Oak Tree view Northwestern 's last comnzwnication? 

As a response that said, in essence: "Go ahead and file a complaint with the 

PUC, but we aren't meeting with you and we aren't going to voluntarily enter 

into a PPA with you." At this point, ale were simply left with no choice but to 
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go to the South Dakota PUC. We needed a long-term avoided cost rate to 

finance our project, and Northwestern had every opportunity to meet with us 

and provide that information and decided not to do so. Although we were 

hoping to avoid litigation, we felt we had no choice. We held off taking this 

action as long as possible, but with the federal tax incentives expiring in 20 1 I 

and the end of 2012, we felt we had to file our complaint in order to preserve 

the benefits of those tax incentives. 

Q M/: LuFuvestates or implies on page 6 that it is Oak Tree's fault that there 
were no negodiufioi~x Doyou agree wifh dhzk.7 

A. No. This is ridiculous. We did everything we could to negotiate an 

agreement with Northwestern. Over the course of almost a year, we attempted 

through letters and informal communications to engage Northwestern to talk 

about our project. Northwestern is simply shifting the blame for its own 

unwillingness to negotiate. We have every reason to avoid litigation and 

every reason to work towards an agreement informally. Mr. LaFave's 

statement is not credible. 

Q In Oak Tree 's view, did North Western ever attempt to negotiate in good faith 
with Cuk Pee7 

A. No, never. All Northwestern ever did is repeatedly state that it had no need for 

capacity, that our project was too expensive, and offer a $20IMWH short-term 

rate that Northwestern surely knew would not result in the Oak Tree project 

being built and operated. The project could not be financed utilizing that rate. 

Up until the time Oak Tree filed the complaint, we were hoping to meet with 

Northwestern to explain why we thought Northwestern's position was 

unlawful and unfair; but, apparently, NorthWestern wanted no such meeting or 

candid exchange of ideas. We had to file our complaint at the time we did in 

order for Oak Tree to attempt to preserve its ability to obtain the federal tax 

incentives. Now, Northwestern is blaming us for its own unwillingness to 

communicate. That is simply wrong and makes no sense whatsoever. 
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IV. THE OAK TREE PROJECT 

Q Cmyoz/ de~cribe for the COIIZIIZZ~.J~U~ theesfetep taken to e~zszu-e that Oak Dee wi//6e 
a6/e to de& i&po~ve/- to No/fh Wester~zpz~rszza~zt to the LEO o fFeb/-~/a~y 22 ZOll.? 

A. The Oak Tree project has several years of wind data, has had it analyzed by a power 

curve by a nationally respected analyst, and has secured all land rights for the project. 

Very little of it is leased and most of it is owned by the Makens family. The project 

has or will soon sign an interconnection agreement with Northwestern which is a 

significant commitment of resources for Oak Tree. We have conducted environmental 

studies and retained experts to perform avian studies and these have found no impact. 

We have solid financial commitments from potential lenders provided we can obtain a 

PPA at the price set forth in Oak Tree's complaint. Oak Tree is fully committed to 

going forward with this project. 

Q A/-eyow, pz~rsuant to the Fe61z1a1y 22 ZO// /ett.er; /fzakzjzg a conznzitnze~zt to se//to 
North Wester~z at the rate of $5450 ~yih an annwa/esca/tor of2 5x7 

A. Yes. Absolutely. We are committed to selling energy and capacity to Northwestern 

at that rate. 

Q A/-eyou concernedaoz~tNorth Weste~n 's tactics in this case? 

A. Yes. Northwestern refused to meet with us, offered boilerplate answers to our 

inquiries and requests to meet, and is now blaming us. Northwestern offered only a 

short-term avoided cost rate, stonewalled when we attempted to obtain longer-term 

avoided cost information (to the point we had to file a motion to compel in this 

proceeding to get the information that Oak Tree had every right to get), and generally 

failed to meaningfully cooperate with Oak Tree in almost every possible way. 

In the meantime, the online date in our specified term which was May 15, 

2012 will not be achievable, and we must meet a December 3 1,2012 deadline to 

receive production tax credits. The SD PUC should not permit Northwestern to 

derail QF projects in this manner. 



Dockef No. ELf/-U#6 
Rebz~/ta/Tesf~i,~o/~ ofMichoe/Mukens 


